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Upcoming Club Events 
 

 

 November Membership Meeting 

November 6th 2015 

 

November Thanksgiving Cruise 

November 21st -22nd 2015 

 

This month’s cruising reports 

start on page 11 

 

 

 
 

Halloween Cruise! 
With hosts Ray McCracken and 

Alicia Watkins 
 

 

October 24th-25th 2015 

East Dock, Government Island 
 

Pumpkin carving and costume contest! 

More information on page 2 

mailto:bruning71@msn.com
http://www.siyc.org/
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Commodore’s Comments, 

October 2015 
 

 

Hello everyone,   

 
No doubt the 
loss of the 
cargo ship El 
Faro with 33 
crew members 
in hurricane 
Joaquin is on 
all our of minds 
in recent days.  
It’s a sobering 
reminder when 
a 790 ft. ship 
disappears 
when most of 
our boats are 50 ft or less.  I would not 
presume to second guess the captain’s 
decision to sail into the path of tropical storm 
Joaquin before it was upgraded to a hurricane, 
however, we can use this as a reminder that 
things happen at sea, weather forecasters can 
be wrong, boat motors and systems fail. 
NOAA’s website has a note: “Some individual 
waves can be twice as high as forecast and 
rogue waves even higher.”  
 
Our well being at sea is twofold: preparedness 
of the vessel before we leave and good 
decision making as to weather and navigation. 
 
Our October meeting’s demonstration of the 
use of fire extinguishers was timely and 
hopefully will encourage all of us think more 
about safety.  It’s not just we old salts that are 
at risk but also our families and friends.  Let’s 
go check our fire extinguishers! 
 
Hope to see many of you at the Halloween 
cruise! 
 
Sincerely,  
Richard Sandefur  
Commodore  

Nov. Membership Meeting 
 

Day & Time:  Friday November 3rd  7:30pm  

Location:  Sauvie Island Academy 

Speakers:   George & Sue Stonecliff 

Craig & Barbara Johnston 

Richard Sandefur and Anita  
 

Cruisers Panel 
 
What brings us all together is a common desire 
to cruise. Come ask and hear stories from 
some of our veteran cruising members. If you 
have specific questions this is the time to ask 
someone who’s been there and done it!  
 
We look forward to seeing you on Friday 
November 6th. 
 
 

Oct. Membership Meeting 
 

Thank You to 

Gabrielle Dowding 

for arranging the 

interactive October 

Membership 

Meeting, “Fire 

Aboard”!  

 

A big fear for many of us cruisers is having and 

containing a fire aboard our boats. This month 

Scappoose Fire Chief Mike Greisen was at our 

club meeting teaching us about the various 

fires, extinguishers and how to use them.  

 

We adjourned outside for all who wanted to 

practice safely extinguishing a fire.  

 

Bravo to all the club 

members for 

successfully putting 

out a gas fire!  
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October Halloween Cruise 
By, Alicia Watkins 

 
Come join us for a Spooktacular Halloween 
Cruise, Saturday October 24th- 25th 2015 at 
Government Islands East Dock. Please bring 
pumpkins to carve and costumes to wear! 
Decorating of boats is also highly encouraged.  
 
Ray McCracken and Alicia Watkins will be 
hosing this cruise and arriving on Friday the 
23rd, encouraging anyone would like to arrive 
early to join them.  
 
Saturday the 24th we will be having a 
Halloween themed potluck dinner at 6pm. As 
soon as it’s dark enough we will tour the boats 
with décor and pumpkins, trick-or-treating to 
choosing a winner!  
 
The morning of the 25th we will have a potluck 
breakfast 9am before everyone leave at to 
head home.  
 
Ray & Alicia will be having their VHF set to 68. 
Also, feel free to call or text with any questions: 
Ray or Alicia  
 

 

 

Recipe of the Month 
Submitted by, Gabrielle Dowding 

 
Grilled Chicken with Tuscan Bread Salad 
Panzanella, a Tuscan tomato and bread salad, 
is usually served on its own as a cold dish. 
Here its bright, slightly vinegary flavor provides 
a refreshing balance to the creamy sauce on 
the chicken. Chef Robert Helstrom  of San 
Francisco's legendary Kuleto's was my mentor 
and this is his extraordinary dish. I am so glad 
the club enjoys it. 

 
Ingredients: 

 2 cups chicken stock 

 ¾ cup cream 

 4 teaspoons whole grain prepared 
mustard 

 8 chicken pieces. I often use boneless 
skinless thighs as they grill so nicely 

 4 oz ( about a 6" square) Focaccia. ( 
bread is key here so use a good quality 
one. I use New Season's focaccia ) 

 ¾ cup champagne vinegrette ( see 
reciepe below) 

 2 large tomatoes coursely chopped 

 3 cups arugula leaves 

 1 cup thinly sliced red onion 
 
Instructions: 

1. Combine the stock, cream and mustard 
in a skillet or shallow pan. Bring to a 
boil, reduce by 2/3rds and set aside 

 
2. Season the chicken pieces lightly with 

salt and pepperoni grill them until the 
juices run clear when pierced with a 
fork.While the chicken cools, place the 
bread cubes in a large salad bowl and 
toss them with half the vinegrette. Set 
them aside for a few moments then add 
the tomatoes, arugula and onion,and the 
remaining vinaigrette. Toss then arrange 
on a large platter. Lay the chicken 
pieces onto and drizzle with the mustard 
sauce. 
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Champagne Vinaigrette 

 1 tblsp champagne vinegar 

 3 tblsp extra virginnolive oil 

 scant teaspoon finely minced shallots 

 salt and pepper 
Wisk all the ingredients together. 

Cruising note: The mustard sauce and 
vinaigrette can be made up to 5 days in 
advance and hold well in the ref ridge. The 
mustard sauce just needs to be heated to use. 
Enjoy!

 

SIYC Clothing & Accessories 

For 2015 to 2016 
 
To give you an idea of what you can purchase, 
here is a short list. 
 
Sport Tek Tech Fleece Ladies Tech Fleece Full-

Zip Hooded Jacket; Ladies sizes xs-4XL           
$49.00 

 
1/4-Zip Pullover;  Adult sizes xs-4XL         

$47.00 
 

Sport Tek Super Heavy Weight Sweatshirts 
Crew neck; Adult sizes xs-4XL 

$37.00 
 

Pullover Hooded; Adult sizes xs-4XL            
$43.00 

 
Full Zip Hooded; Adult sizes xs-4XL         

$47.00 
 

Boat U.S. Membership 
 

The SIYC is a participating member of the Boat 
U.S. Group program, which allows SIYC 
members a 50% discount on their individual 
Boat U.S. membership dues.  To take 
advantage you will need our group code:  
GA81077Y.  Use the code when renewing your 
individual membership.  There are numerous 
savings available with a Boat U.S. 
membership, on a few of which include: 

 A 4% rebate ($10 for every $250 spent) 

at West Marine 

 Marina fuel and service discounts 

 Towing discount, Insurance and many 

more. 

See the whole list at www.BoatUS.com 

 

Really Down Under Pt.2 
By, Dallas Hemphill 

 
After overnighting 
at   Milford Sound, 
and topping up 
fuel and water, we 
departed for 
George Sound to 
the south.  En 
route we pulled 
into a coastal bay, and one of our crew dived 
for rock lobster, which are plentiful in these 
parts.  He soon had a feast for all of us.  The 
sail south was uneventful, but anchoring was 
not.  As night approached, our electric anchor 
windlass went on the fritz—a new motor was 
needed, no repairs feasible.  Now, this might 
not have been such a problem, but we found 
that the only practical place for us to anchor 
was in 60-70 feet of water.  We let all 300 feet 
of our 3/8” chain rode rattle overboard, only to 
discover that the anchor wouldn't set under 
load.  So, haul it up by hand, move a little, try 
again.  By the time we'd repeated this exercise 
enough times to finally be satisfied with the 
holding, our arms were ready to fall off.  And it 
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was well and truly dark. 

 
The next morning, we took a walk to nearby 
Katherine Lake, returned to the boat, and 
taking advantage of the daylight, found a sandy 
bay with good holding for mooring overnight, 
setting two anchors. 
 
Our next stop south was at Stevens Bay in 
Breaksea Sound.  There, we could find rock 
lobsters in just a few feet of water, not that that 
made them easy to catch!  They were very 
ready to scuttle back into rock crevices, and 
had to be extracted therefrom with difficulty.  
Fortunately, one of our crew can hold his 
breath a long time—he free dives to 100 ft.--
and was also slim enough to follow them into 
the crevices.  Also we found an abundance of 
abalone and scallops.  Soon we had more 
seafood than we could ever have eaten, and 
were tossing it back.  Also in abundance were 
sandflies, the small flying, biting insect 
numerous in many parts of New Zealand, 
especially where the conditions are wet—and 
they don't get much wetter, or the sandflies 
more numerous, than in Fiordland!  We 
installed screens on all open hatches and the 
companionway, and kept them from invading 
the ship; outdoors you could wear bug dope or 
a head veil, or just get used to them (the latter 
not so easily). 
 
From Breaksea Sound we had a great run in 
one of the few “inside passages”  in Fiordland, 
to our next destination, Pickersgill Harbor.  We 

were about to be immersed in history. 
The great Captain Cook spent considerable 
time in this area in Resolution in 1773, 
spending several weeks moored at Pickersgill, 
clearing the vegetation off of Astronomers Point 
in order to make celestial observations.  We 
moored Summer Rose at Astronomers Point in 
what we believed to be the exact same place 
that Resolution was once moored—there 
simply isn't anywhere else to tie a vessel in the 
vicinity.  We conjectured that our shore ties 
were likely attached to some of the same trees 
used to moor Resolution.   Ashore, the stumps 
resulting from Cook's land clearing activities 
are still visible among the regrowth.  
 
Our chart of the area, while of modern vintage, 
included an inset of Cook's original chart of the 
Harbor.  The old chart was of excellent quality, 
hardly different from the current version—and 
had been produced in mere hours!   Elsewhere 
in Fiordland, Cook made charts of such 
accuracy that they've been used until well into 
the 20th century. 
 
Fascinating as this history was, it was about to 
become greatly embellished.  We had been 
moored at Astronomers Point just a couple of 
hours, when another sailboat arrived to keep 
us company.  This was one of only 4 sailboats 
total that we sighted on the entire 2-week 
adventure.  Our new friend,  who, at the age of 
70, had single handed from Wellington (the 
capital city on the North Island) for his 10th visit 
to Fiordland, turned out to be the author of the 
Fiordland cruising guide, and a mother-lode of 
information.  He shared with us some 
archeological reports he'd obtained for other 
historic sites nearby.   
 
When  Cook, upon his return to civilization, 
reported the abundance of seals in Fiordland, 
others were quick to take note.  Within a few 
years, the seals were being exploited 
mercilessly for their fur.  This was the first 
commercial exploitation of natural resources in 
New Zealand, and consequently the first 
occupation of the country by white people 
occurred, incredibly, in this isolated place.  
Within a short time, though, the seals were 
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hunted to the brink of extinction, and by the 
early 1800s the area was deserted.  Very little 
human interference has occurred since, and 
what little forest was cleared has regenerated 
very slowly.  Consequently, to this day traces of 
those early activities may still be found—simply 
because nothing has happened in the last 200 
years to disturb them.   
 
The native Maori population was described by 
Cook as being sparse and impoverished, but 
some remnants of their culture may be found 
also.  There are accounts of a very small 
number of white men who joined Maori tribes in 
the early 1800s in this area, and actually 
became cannibals like their hosts. 
 
Armed with our new companion's archeological 
reports, we set out for Luncheon Cove, a 
perfectly sheltered anchorage.  For a crew 
resigned to lifting the anchor by hand, we were 
delighted to find good holding in only 12-20 
feet, with lots of stern tie opportunities ashore. 
 
Ashore, we were able to find some man-made 
excavations from long ago.  With the 
archeological reports, we were able to identify 
one of these as having been the foundation of 
the first white people's house in New Zealand.  
Another trench was part of a small forge, and 
another for rendering seal blubber.  At the 
beach could be seen where the first ship in 
New Zealand had been built.   
 
These artifacts had been left by seal hunters 
who apparently lacked faith in their captain. In 
the late 1700s, a crew of sealers had been put 
ashore with instructions to amass as many seal 
skins as possible until the ship returned a year 
hence.  No sooner had the ship left, than the 
sealers began to wonder whether this might 
really happen or not.  Apparently doubters and 
skeptics, they set about building a forge in 
order to construct a ship from the timber in the 
vicinity, so they could find their own way home 
to Sydney, Australia.  Lo-and-behold, a year 
later, when they were within a day or two of 
launching their new ship, their faithful captain 
did indeed return, and picked them up.  They 
abandoned their own nearly-complete ship, but 

the next visitors to the Luncheon Cove were 
not slow to seize the opportunity thus 
presented.  They finished the ship, launched 
her, and sailed away. 
 
The next morning, we were awakened by the 
sound of our neighbor practicing on his 
clarinet, and understood then why he was a 
single-hander. 

 
Our next port of call was Preservation Inlet, 
near the southern end of Fiordland.  The entry 
into this sound was quite exciting, with the 
entrance being confined by a reef with 
enormous surf crashing over it.  The surf was a 
product of gigantic swells coming out of the 
Southern Ocean.  These swells had such a 
long period that their height wasn't apparent 
until they smashed against the land with a 
deafening boom, revealing their true enormity.  
The seas were terribly confused in the channel 
between the reef and the land (named on the 
chart, interestingly enough, “Broke-Adrift 
Passage”), so we were relieved to eventually 
find ourselves safely inside the sound, with the 
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bow still pointing forward!  And even more 
pleased when we soon found good anchoring 
in 20 feet at Cuttle Cove. 
In our time ashore, we found more traces 
dating from seal hunting activity 200 years 
earlier, and the remnants of a Maori pa 
(fortification).  In another bay, we found the 
remnants of a small steam sawmill, that we 
guessed to be 100 years old.  What induced 
people to set up business in such an isolated 
place, we couldn't imagine.  Of more 
immediate interest, we picked abalone off the 
rocks at low tide without even getting our feet 
wet. 
 
By this time, though, we were ready to vary our 
diet of abalone, scallops, and rock lobster, so 
we switched to fishing for the blue cod that 
abound in these waters.  Not very big fish, but 
very fat and tasty.  Our technique was to hold 
the bait above the water, which the fish would 
jump out of the water to try and take.  Once 
we'd identified a nice fat target, we'd dip the 
bait into the water and soon have him in the 
frypan. 
 
Our Fiordland adventure was now drawing to a 
close.  After a couple of days in Preservation 
Inlet, we set sail for the commercial port of 
Bluff, at the southern extremity of the South 
Island.  To the south we sighted Solander 
Island at nightfall.  A 30 knot westerly blew us 
through Foveaux Strait that separates the 
South Island from Stewart Island to the south.  
It pushed us faster than we wanted: even with 
just a couple of square meters of genoa 
unfurled, and with a warp looped astern, we 
closed on the harbor entrance too fast, so that 
we would reach it before the requisite slack 
tide.  So, we had to heave to, and bide our time 
until the tide changed and we could enter the 
harbor.   
 
Bluff has most marine supplies, and as soon as 
we were docked, our first item of business was 
to order a new motor for the anchor windlass—
ready for our next adventure even farther 
south! 
 

Summer Rose is For Sale 
 

Reluctantly, Nori and Dallas Hemphill have 
decided that their Passport 42 Summer Rose 
should have younger owners.  They've sailed 
her north to Alaska, to the southern end of New 
Zealand, and many places between.  They 
never found conditions that the boat couldn't 
handle with ease, including hurricane-force 
winds and heavy seas.   
 
Built in 1988, the moderate-displacement 
design is known for its seaworthiness, quality 
of fittings above- and below-decks,  
extraordinary storage capacity, and superb 
hand-crafted teak below.  She has a modified 
full keel, a rudder hung on a separate skeg, 
and a canoe stern, providing a comfortable yet 
responsive vessel.   As a cutter, she typically 
sails under main, 130% genoa, and staysail.  
This combination, and roller-furling on the 
genoa, permits great flexibility.   
 
Summer Rose is readily sailed single- or short-
handed.   Steering at sea is done by the Alpha 
Marine Systems autopilot or the Cap Horn wind 
vane self-steering--both outstandingly reliable 
and responsive.  
 
For further information, please see:  
http://gfdm.net/passport42forsale. 

 

 

To submit items for sale please email your 

editor at: aliciawatkins@gmail.com 

http://gfdm.net/passport42forsale#_blank
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New Members 
 
Maya Jo Powning 
S/V Junovia 
 
We have a new 
member to the SIYC, 
Maya Jo Powning! Nat 
and Tara welcomed 
Maya into the world on 
August 3rd 2015. She 
was ready to be here 
arriving five weeks 
before her due date. 
Happy and healthy she moved aboard her 
boat, Junovia with her parents.  
 
 
Kim Winkler, Dar Nelson & Diane Winkler-
Nelson 
S/V Toketee 
 
Kim, Dar & 
Diane were 
inducted to 
SIYC in 
February of 
2015. Their boat 
S/V Toketee is a 
53’ Skookum 
what they have 
been lovingly 
renovating for 
the past 3 years.  
 

Kim Winkler is the 
owner of Columbia 
Marine Exchange, and 
Diane’s daughter. She 
has owned the 
exchange for 9 years. 
Previous to the 
exchange, Kim was a 
Suba Tec. After a back 
injury she was ready 
for a change. Dar had 
found out that the 

exchange was up for sale and thought it would 
be a great thing for Kim. With minimal sailing 

experience she was apprehensive, but the 
stars aligned and it was hers! Since then Kim 
has been a staple for most of us boaters 
looking for the next gadget for our boats.  
 
Dar & Diane are 
both long haul 
truck drivers, 
spending most of 
their time on the 
road. Luckily they 
team drive, so 
they are able to 
spend their time 
driving together. 
Dar & Diane didn’t 
have any sailing experience, so once Kim had 
purchased the Exchange she signed them up 
for sailing lessons. They really enjoyed this, 
and are now preparing for a grand adventure!  
 
Kim, Dar & Diane are hoping to leave in a few 
years, their current plan is to do a full 
circumnavigation.  Although they are deep into 
the renovation of their boat, they couldn’t have 
been this far without all the help from their 
friends, notably Michael & Gabrielle Dowding 
and Joe Joseph, marina members, and even 
exchange clients.  
 
 

Coming Soon 
The club has decided to create a SIYC 
facebook page! Charing O’Shea with be 
creating and hosing the page, please send her 
any pictures or updates:  
 
 

 

Club Business 
Charing O’Shea is out of town on family 
business.  Club Business for this month will be 
included in next month’s newsletter. Stay  
tuned.  
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2015-2016 Planning Calendar 
 

GENERAL MEETINGS BOARD 

MEETINGS 

CRUISES 

Date/theme Location Date Location Dates Where/theme 

September 4 
Potluck 

Sauvie Island 
Academy 

September 
2 

TBD Sept. 12-13 Gilbert River Docks 

October 2 Sauvie Island 
Academy 

September 
30 

TBD Oct. 24-25 Annual Halloween cruise – 
Government Island E. 

November 6 Sauvie Island 
Academy 

November 
4 

TBD Nov. 21-22 Annual Thanksgiving cruise 
– Hadley’s Landing 

December 12 
 

Christmas 
Party - TBD 

December 
12 

At party   

January 8 Sauvie Island 
Academy 

January  6 TBD Jan. 2-3 New Year’s cruise – Coon 
Island 

February 5 Sauvie Island 
Academy 

February 2 TBD Feb. 13-14 Valentine Cruise  

March 4 Sauvie Island 
Academy 

March 2 TBD Mar. 19-20 Anchoring Cruise 

April 1 Sauvie Island 
Academy 

March 30 TBD April 16-17 Navigation Cruise 

May 6 
Annual Meeting/ 
Dessert Potluck 

Sauvie Island 
Academy 

May 4 TBD May 21-22 Annual Race/Drift Cruise – 
Sand Island 

June 4 
Annual Picnic 

TBD     

 

SIYC CRUISING BOATS 
 

Boat Name Owners’ Names Location 

Adagio Jeff & Jane Woodward San Carlos, MX 

Casita Devon Quinn & Rowan Madix Alameda, CA 

LunaSea Frank & RaeAnn Haynes Santa Catalina, CA 

Nashira Mike Floyd La Paz, BCS, MX 

On The Bright Side Taunya  Ft. Lauderdale, FL 

Penelope Peter & Susan Gierga Chula Vista, CA 

Perpetua Pat & Susan Canniff Mazatlan, MX 

Pied-A-Mer III Eric & Pam Sellix Viti Levu, Fiji 

Shameless Jay & Carolee Tyson Astoria, OR 

Silvergirl Bob Hulegard & Robin Fouche Newport Beach, CA 
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. 

       Member Websites 

 
 

CarolMarie:   http://www.svcarolmarie.com/ 
 

Julia Max:   http://www.sailblogs.com/member/juliamax/ 
  

Penelope:   http://cruisingwithcaptainpeterandtheadmiral.com/ 
 

Perpetua blog:  http://www.sailblogs.com/member/our_journeys/   
 

Perpetua Pictures:  http://imageevent.com/our_journeys/ 
 

Moonshadow:  http://www.voyagemoonshadow.blogspot.com/ 
 

Moontide:   http://www.svmoontide.com/ 
 

On the Bright Side  http://www.svonthebrightside.wordpress.com 
 

Pied-a-Mer III:  http://www.sailblogs.com/member/sesesail/ 
 

Ranidan:   http://persimmonsky.wordpress.com/ 
 

Rowena:    http://www.sailblogs.com/member/rowena/ 
 

Sequoia:   http://www.svsequoia.com/ 
 

Shameless:    http://svshameless.com/ 
 
 

SIYC members : Do you have a website or blog for your boat that isn’t  listed above? If so, 
please get the information to your trusty editor, Alicia Watkins, and we’ll make sure your 
website or blog is included in future issues of the newsletter.   

 

 
Thetis Island, Canadian Gulf Islands, Photo by Alicia Watkins of S/V Rowena 
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CRUISING REPORTS 
 

 

 
Peter & Susan Gierga, S/V Penelope 
 

October 4th 2015 

Winding Down 

Our time at the Chula Vista Marina, located in south San 

Diego Bay, is winding down. I can feel the summer slipping 

away, even here in southern California where the weather is 

glorious 12 months a year. Night falls early. Evenings are 

long. Mornings are crisp and clear. During the day, I seek 

sunshine to stay warm. Shade brings coolness to the air. 

The marina and RV Park have new personalities. The 

children have gone back to school; the pool is crowded with seniors. The jet skis and pleasure crafts 

are packed away for another season; the water has stilled. 

All over San Diego Bay, 2015 Ha Ha participants are beginning to arrive. Today there are four boats in 

the moorage sporting the colorful burgee.  Richard Spindler, the Grand Poo Bah and publisher/owner 

of the Latitude 38 publication, and crew, aboard their 60-foot catamaran, Profligate, have arrived. For 

the 22nd time, he will lead the fleet to Cabo San Lucas, leaving San Diego October 26. 

Last Minute Projects   

Between ridiculously long trips on his stand-up paddle board and working as relief captain on several 

mid-range charter fishing boats, Peter is finishing last minute projects prior to our departure. He 

replaced the neoprene seals around each of the portals. He put me to work scraping rust from the 

stainless steel lifelines with a metal brush. And constructed an Amsteel nylon bridle, with 

floatation, for My Boat.  
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My Brother, Chris  

My brother flew in for a long weekend. We filled our time with 

forays into downtown San Diego, cycling and sailing.  
 

We sailed Penelope out of the bay, past Point Loma and to the 

Pacific Ocean. 

Our Saturday Cups 
We took the opportunity to deposit our Saturday Cups in the 

Pacific Ocean.  As you may remember, we received these 

beautiful ceramic coffee mugs as a wedding present from our 

friends, Mike and Carolyn Kalish.  We used them for our 

morning coffee every Saturday, Sunday, and holiday for 23 

years.  Finally, they had been broken and glued back together 

too many times.  Chris drove the boat AND took the pictures 

while we ceremoniously bid our cups a final adios.  Peter recorded a way point on the GPS and labeled 

it, “Final Resting Place of our Saturday Cups.” 

October 10th 2015 

Up the Mast 
Numerous boat projects have been completed throughout the 

summer. I’ve provided a detailed list at the end of this blog. As 

you’ll see, Peter has been busy. He amazes me with the 

inspection and maintenance tasks he identifies but also with 

his knowledge of parts and materials and methods to make 

things whole. 

On his list today was inspection of the rigging at the top of the mast. He positioned himself in his 

bosun chair and I prepared to crank the winch 500-600 turns, 

lifting him 2”-3” with each rotation until he reached his lofty 

destination. 

Completed Projects 

1. Installed LED stip lighting in both staterooms 

2. Extended 12V power to the AFT and Forward staterooms 

3. Installed five high powered DC fans 
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4. Repaired deck drain through hauls 

5. Selected and purchased Hobie Mirage (My Boat) 

including hauling it home from Mission Bay in the 

dinghy 

6. Selected and purchased stand up paddle board 

7. Purchased Bochi balls engraved with SV Penelope 

8. Replaced raw water circulation pump on refrigerator 

2 times 

9. Managed repair of dinghy davets resulting from 

someone hitting us 

10. Supervised Susan’s refinishing of oars 

11. Purchased and mounted paddle board brackets 

12. Installed all new batteries 

13. Installed new solar charge controller 

14. Replaced engine raw water pump impeller 

15. Had the barnacles scraped off the bottom 

16. Scheduled boat haul out for bottom paint 

17. Replaced bob stay, mount and bolts following 

Susan’s interaction with Ponga driver at Yelapa 

18. Remounted GPS sensor 

19. Replaced VHF radio 

20. Replaced SSB wire with Co Ax 

21. Inspected and cleaned SS life lines 

22. Inspected and tighted screws on auto pilot mount 

23. Replaced seals on hatches 

24. Repaired broken wood in cockpit 

25. Repaired and replaced missing dowels in deck 

26. Supervised Susan’s painting of LP tank 

27. Rebuilt toilet 

28. Rewired overhead light receptacles 

29. Replaced all light bulbs with LED 
 
 
 
Susan and Peter  
S/V Penelope 
Chula Vista, California 
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Eric & Pam Sellix, S/V PIED-A-MER III 

 
October 3rd 2015 
Hello, New Caledonia 

 
Arriving in New Caledonia is for me a milestone. Early on in 

this journey, I had decided that from Fiji to Australia we 

would have crew. While we have been fine on our own since 

Jamie and Eric Taylor flew to New Zealand, there was 

something looming before me about the Fiji to Australia 

passage. We've just completed the Fiji to New Caledonia portion of our trip and all is good. Other than 

the first couple of days when we did 7-8 kts. The winds were mostly in the 8-12 range, calm seas, 

sunshine----easy passage. We traveled with two other boats---Whale And The Bird and Interlude 1. 

We would check in via VHF several times a day and share wind and sea state as we would often be 4-

12 miles apart.  

 

Tomorrow we plan to begin exploring New Cal. 

 

Eric & Pam Sellix 
S/V Pied-A-Mer III 
Port Moselle Marina, New Caledonia     
 

 

 

 
Taunya Couts & Rusty Gesner, S/V On the Bright Side 
 
September 18th 2015 

Storm of Order 

I’ve been sitting here, for the last week and a half, 

working on projects in random spurts of energy.  I 

often feel overwhelmed by the heat and the amount of 

things to be done.  Every time I go shopping in my 

work to provision the boat and get us ready to go, I 

come back with mounds of things only half of which I have an idea of where to put.  Every day – I 

would have to open and sort through upwards of 5 packages of things Rusty had ordered or mailed 

from home. 
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All of this added up to a lot of stuff floating around the cabin.  Before Jay arrived, I tried to get the 

place in some order, I didn’t want him to feel like he was arriving to a mess.  But I confess, that I was 

minimally successful in my goal.  While I managed to get the bulkier items put away, and there were 

no longer things all over the floor… I’d even managed to vacuum.  But all the counters, tables, shelves 

were covered in… “stuff”. 

Jay is the first of my crew to arrive.  He’s been a real asset 

to Rusty and I, with his wholehearted commitment to the 

trip.  He’s excited to be here and do this and he has a lot 

of experience doing the stuff we need to get done in the 

next three weeks.  I’ve been a little nervous of his arrival, 

because to me it meant that it’s almost time for our 

departure and time for the more intensive hard projects 

to be taken on. 

 

But in spite of my uncertainty – within 24 hours Jay had organized even the worst of my clutter.  He 

was like an “opposite” tornado… going through the boat spot by spot and finding homes for all the 

items that were orphaned and lost.  The boat began to look tidy and pleasant to be in and I found his 

enthusiasm for projects contagious.  We’ve gotten some things done already, and I know that each day 

will go fast, as we work through our rather large list of things to get done. 

 

It’s also been interesting to watch Jay and Fiona get to know each other.  A lot of adults don’t really 

interact much with other people’s kids (admittedly, I’m one of those – I feel awkward around kids I 

don’t know well) but not Jay.  He jokes with her, and engages her in ways that are fun and 

challenging.  He pushes her to help, to give, and to grow. 

 

We cooled off for a while in the pool yesterday afternoon.  Fiona was swimming laps around us, as she 

has been prone to doing since she learned how to swim with the snorkel.  She dove down to the 

bottom and grabbed a few leaves to throw out and he noted her proficiency.  Then he challenged her 

to a race… where he had to swim at the bottom of the pool and she could swim at the top.  She won 

which did wonders for her ego.  He splashed her, but rather than overwhelming her with splashes, he 

made it a game and taught her how to splash better.  It went back and forth from instruction to 

interaction in a way that was so entirely appropriate to her age and skill, I was amazed. 

 

We have a little over three weeks until we depart, but I’m a lot less worried about it now. 
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September 28th 

On The Bright Side 

One of our first large boat projects, was 

to change the her name.  I have 

referenced the boat as her old name 

“Adrenaline” repeatedly, because the 

letters were still there, and we hadn’t 

completed the transition.  Rusty had 

bought the lettering ages ago, but it was 

too awkward to remove the old lettering and place the new without getting the dingy out and working 

on it from the water. 

 

When Jay arrived, this was one of the first projects he decided to tackle; getting the dingy out of the 

garage.  He pumped it up and tried to get the little 9 hp outboard going.  That took a bit of effort, as it 

wasn’t starting up like we expected.  After replacing the spark plugs and getting fresh fuel (which 

required quite a bit of hunting to find the ethanol free fuel that these marine motors require) she still 

wouldn’t start.  That’s when Jay remembered the key wasn’t in the slot.  He fixed that and she started 

right up! 

 

So, now that we had the dingy working, early in the morning before it got hot, Jay and I slid into the 

rather unsteady platform of hypolon and air and attempted to remove the old lettering off the boat.  I 

had trepidations about that, because what if it was painted on.  What if it was super hard to get off?  

What if the boat looked awful and had all sorts of staining and shadowing from the old name? 

 

At first, it seemed like my worst fears were true.  As we started chipping away at the old paint, the red 

came off in minute flakes and it was about as productive as chipping enamel off your fingernails.  

Then, I managed to get my nail enough under the red sticker, that the whole thing began to peel off in 

a very satisfying way.  I gently pulled and pulled until it tore and then I began again.  Once we got the 

hang of getting up under the edge, the name was removed on one side within an hour. 

 

The next day, not only did we remove the name, but we added her new name.  I was amazed at how 

beautifully it came out.  The photo’s don’t do justice to how well the dark blue matches the coloring on 

the boat.  It looks really sharp and I’m super happy to have her new name fitting the look of the boat 
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so well.  No longer will she bear the name Adrenaline and soon we’ll do the renaming ceremony to 

complete the transition. 

 

October 21st 2015 

Ugh… More Boat Project 

Sometimes, it’s hard to write a new 

blog post, because so much has 

happened you know you can never 

catch up to it all.  However, that’s a 

downward spiral that leads to blog 

death – so this post will be a brief 

“catch you up to date” kinda post. 

 

Personally, I think packing for a trip is 

the worst.  You have all the excitement 

of the adventure coming up, but 

instead of enjoying it, you’re doing all 

the work.  I suppose there is a zen 

quality to that work, but overall, I 

dread it and tend to procrastinate 

doing it.  Right now, that’s how it feels 

and has been feeling for most of the 

time I’ve been on the boat since 

September. 

 

Yeah, we’ve had our fun moments… 

but overall it’s just mostly felt like a 

lot of work.  And there’s a lot of stress 

with it all too.  Worrying about 

deadlines, money, and drama.  Two of 

the crew (Tyler and Mahina from 

Hawaii) have already come and gone – just not a good fit.  On the plus side, things ARE getting done, 

the list is shrinking down to a few items and I am pretty sure we’re going to be on our way next week. 
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I think one of the hardest parts for me is that while Rusty is here for the moment, I know he’s going to 

be leaving soon and I won’t see him again for at least 6 months.  He’s been working constantly to try 

and get the equipment installed that is his job.  He’s been busy, I’ve been busy and the boat is a small 

space full of people.  We’ve had no time for each other and so I miss him, even though he’s right here. 

 

I’m sure it will all be fine once we get going.  But right now, everything just feels really hard, kind of 

heavy and it feels like I’m slogging through mud to get anywhere.  That being said, lets review some of 

the things we’ve accomplished to get the boat ready: 

 

The mast – this has been the most major project on the boat.  It started out as an unexpected and 

large expense and hasn’t gotten better.  Unfortunately, the rigger we’ve been working with has been 

terrible about communication and repeatedly dropped the ball, leaving us holding the ball multiple 

times and being downright rude and surly (without provocation) repeatedly.  I know my interactions 

with him were a major contributing factor to the difficulty of getting ready.  I hoped we’d be quit of 

him once the mast was on, however he’s still left things undone and is balking about the sea trial and 

demanding more money. 

 

Electronics – Rusty came to install several pieces of equipment that the rest of us weren’t sure how to 

tackle.  This included a pactor SSB modem, autopilot, and AIS transceiver.  There’s not enough time 

to do the autopilot (which was an improved version of the one we already have, but redundant as we 

do already have one.)  The SSB Modem has turned out to be more complex and expensive than 

worthwhile and we decided to dump that for the time being and get an Iridium Go phone.  The AIS 

transceiver will likely be completed today (Yayyyy!  Go team!) 

 

Provisioning – It seems like I have spent most of my time on the boat doing this… it has been a lot of 

work and kind of fun, but mostly work.  We may be over provisioned as I was purchasing with the idea 

of 7 people being aboard and now we are down to 5… but that just means we’ll be well prepared. 

 

Various boat projects – Jay has been an absolute madman working 9 – 10 hour days most days of the 

week.  He’s accomplished a great many things including (but not limited to):  rebedding lifelines and 

traveler blocks, installing a new anchor and altering our trampoline so it will fit, running new wiring 

through the mast while it was down (except the one that really needed to be redone, that the rigger 

didn’t bother to check and let us know – as he said he would), going up the mast multiple times to re-

run the line that was bad, installing various safety gear (jonbouy, throw lines, fire alarms, fire 
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extinguishers, carbon monoxide alarms, life raft etc.) Jay has also been a mad cleaner and organizer… 

Jay often feels like the engine of our work party – I don’t know that we would ever have been ready to 

go if it hadn’t been for his hard work and dedication.  We will always be immensely grateful to Jay. 

 

I think Jay was really struggling under 

the load too, until Barry arrived.  Barry 

is from Canada and used to own a 

catamaran that he had on this very 

river we’re currently staying on.  When 

he got here, Jay felt an immediate boost 

and sense of camaraderie with Barry… 

the two are like Mutt and Jeff.  I’m so 

grateful to Barry for the contributions 

he’s made in the almost week he’s been                                   Jay and Barry (above) 

here.  He’s been a good foundation of advice and has fit in exceptionally well as a member of our crew. 

 

It’s been hard to write when most days are filled with chores that seem never ending.  Pretty soon 

though, I’ll be filling the blog with pretty pictures of tropical places and then you can envy us instead 

of being glad you aren’t in my shoes right now 

 

Taunya Couts & Fiona  
S/V On the Bright Side 
Ft Lauderdale, FL 
 

 
 

Let’s Stay in Touch with our Cruising Members 
 

If you enjoyed the stories from these cruising members of Sauvie Island Yacht Club, please say so.  Sometimes 

the cruisers comment that they feel like they are sending their articles into a black hole, and they never get any 

feedback.  Let’s all make an effort to let them know they are appreciated.  If you see them, say something.  If 

they are still out cruising, send them an email.  If you have questions for them, do ask – it may be the seed for 

an interesting future report. – Ed 

 

  


